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w xIn 1992, H. Alzer 1 stated the following refinement of the Cauchy]
Schwarz inequality:
 .  .THEOREM 1. Let x s x , . . . , x and y s y , . . . , y be n-tuples of real1 n 1 n
numbers such that
0 s x - x F x r2 F ??? F x rn0 1 2 n
and
0 - y F y F ??? F y .n ny1 1
Then we ha¨e
2n n n
2x y F y x y 1r4 x x y 1 .  .  k k k k k ky1 k /
ks1 ks1 ks1
 .with equality holding if and only if x s kx k s 1, . . . , n and y s ??? s y .k 1 1 n
Alzer also pointed out that this theorem is in particular true if the
 .sequence x is positive and convex, i.e., if x s 0 and 2 x F x q xk 0 k ky1 kq1
for k s 1, . . . , n y 1.
Unfortunately, there is a mistake in the main step of proving this
 .theorem. In fact, if x s kx k s 1, . . . , n and y s ??? s y then wek 1 qq1 n
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have
2 2qn n n
D y - 1rq y x q x y .   k k k k k /
ksqq1 ksqq1 ks1 ksqq1
qn n
y 2rq y x x y , .   k k k k
ksqq1 ks1 ksqq1
w xwhere D was defined in 1, p. 602 .
Now we would like to correct the proof. We need the following results
w xwhich were proved in 1 .
LEMMA. If 0 s x - x F x r2 F ??? F x rn, then0 1 2 n
n




2x F n x y 1r4 x x 3 .  . k k k ky1 /
ks1 ks1
 .with equalities holding if and only if x s kx k s 1, . . . , n .k 1
 .  .Proof of Theorem 1. If y s ??? s y , then inequalities 1 and 3 are1 n
 .equivalent. Hence we may assume y ) y n G 2 and turn to prove that1 n
 .inequality 1 is strict. We define
2n n n
2w y , . . . , y s y x y 1r4 x x y y x y .  .  1 n k k k ky1 k k k /
ks1 ks1 ks1
and for y G yqq1
w y s w y , . . . , y , y , . . . , y q s 1, . . . , n y 1 . .  .  .q qq1 n
 .Differentiating w twice and applying inequality 3 we haveq
2q q
Y 21r2 w y s q x y 1r4 x x y x G 0, .  .  . q k k ky1 k /
ks1 ks1
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which implies for y G yqq1
1rq wX y G 1rq wX y .  .  .  .q q qq1
2q q
2s 2 y x y 1r4 x x y 1rq x .  . qq1 k k ky1 k 5 /
ks1 ks1
qn
2 2q y 1rq x y 1r4 x x q x .  . k k k ky1 k
ksqq1 ks1
q
y 1r4 x x y 2rq x x . .  . k ky1 k k 5 /
ks1
 .  .By applying inequalities 2 and 3 , it follows for y G yqq1
2q qn
Xw y G q y 1rq x y 2rq x x .  .  .  q k k k k  /
ksqq1 ks1 ks1
qx 2 y 1r4 x x .k k ky1 5
2qn
s q y x y 1rq x y 1r4 x x .  . k k k k ky1 5
ksqq1 ks1
n
2 2) q y x y q q 1 r2 q x y 1r4 x .  . .  5k k q k
ksqq1
n
s q y 1r2 x y q q 1 r2 q x .  . 4 k k q
ksqq1
= 3r2 x y q q 1 r2 q x ) 0. .  . 4k q
w .Thus we have proven that w is strictly increasing on y , ` , and soq qq1
we can conclude that
w y , . . . , y ) 0 .1 n
w xby the same arguments expressed on p. 603 of 1 .
By an application of the arithmetic]geometric mean inequality, we
could get a further refinement of the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality written
in the form
2n n n




 .  .THEOREM 2. Let x s x , . . . , x and y s y , . . . , y be n-tuples of real1 n 1 n
numbers such that
0 s x - x F x r2 F ??? F x rn0 1 2 n
and
0 - y F y F ??? F y .n ny1 1
Then we ha¨e
2n n n
2 2x y F y 7k q 1 r8k x y kr8 k y 1 x y .  . 4  k k k k ky1 k /
ks1 ks1 ks1
 .with equality holding if and only if x s kx k s 1, . . . , n and y s ??? s y .k 1 1 n
w  .x 2It should be noted that we interpret kr8 k y 1 x s 0 if k s 1ky1
since x s 0.0
The entire rather long proof of Theorem 2 is similar to that of Theorem
1 with some necessary changes and hence is omitted.
APPENDIX
We start by formulating and establishing three lemmas which are
needed for the proof of Theorem 2.
LEMMA 1. If 0 s x - x F x r2 F ??? F x rn, then0 1 2 n
n




2 20 F 3 n q 1 r4n x y 2 n q 1 rn x x .  . n n k
ks1
n
2 2q 7k q 1 r8k x y kr8 k y 1 x . 2 .  .  . 4 k ky1
ks1
 .  .Equality holds in 2 if and only if x s kx k s 1, . . . , n .k 1
 . w x  .Proof. Inequality 1 was proved in 1 . We prove 2 by induction on n.
 .For n s 1 the assertion is true. Next we assume inequality 2 holds with
w  .xn y 1 instead of n and we define for n G 2 and x G nr n y 1 x :n ny1
n
2 2f x s 3 n q 1 r4n x y 2 n q 1 rn x x .  .  . n n n k
ks1
n





2f 9 x s 6n q 11n y 1 r4n x y 2 n q 1 rn x . .  .  . n n k
ks1
 .From 1 we get
2f 9 x G 2n q 3n y 5 r4n x ) 0. .  .n n
Thus we obtain
f x G f nr n y 1 x 3 .  .  . .n ny1
w  .xwith equality holding if and only if x s nr n y 1 x . A short calcula-n ny1
tion reveals that
f nr n y 1 x . .ny1
ny1
2 2s 3n r4 n y 1 x y 2nr n y 1 x x .  . ny1 ny1 k
ks1
ny1
2 2q 7k q 1 r8k x y kr8 k y 1 x .  . .  . k ky1 5
ks1
ny1
q x r n y 1 nx y 2 x . . ny1 ny1 k
ks1
 .From the induction hypothesis and from 1 we conclude that both terms
 .  .  .on the left of 4 are non-negative, so that 3 and 4 imply
f x G 0. .n
 . w  .xIf f x s 0, then we obtain x s nr n y 1 x and since the firstn n ny1
 .term on the left of 4 must vanish as well we conclude from the induction
hypothesis that
x s kx k s 1, . . . , n y 1 . .k 1
w  .xBecause of x s nr n y 1 x s nx we haven ny1 1
x s kx k s 1, . . . , n , .n 1
which completes the proof of Lemma 1.
 .LEMMA 2. If 0 s x - x F x r2 F ??? F x r n q 1 , then0 1 2 nq1
n
22 20 F 7r8 nx y n q 1 r8n x y 2 x x .  . nq1 n nq1 k
ks1
n
2 2q 7k q 1 r8k x y kr8 k y 1 x .  . 4 k ky1
ks1




22 2g x s 7r8 nx y n q 1 r8n x y 2 x x .  .  . nq1 nq1 n nq1 k
ks1
n




g 9 x s 7r4 nx y 2 x . .  . nq1 nq1 k
ks1
 . w . xFrom 1 and the assumption x G n q 1 rn x we concludenq1 n
g 9 x G 3r4 n q 1 x ) 0, .  .  .nq1 n
which implies
g x G g n q 1 rn x 5 .  .  . .nq1 n
w . xwith equality holding if and only if x s n q 1 rn x . Because ofnq1 n
n
2 2g n q 1 rn x s 3 n q 1 r4n x y 2 n q 1 rn x x .  .  . . n n n k
ks1
n
2 2q 7k q 1 r8k x y kr8 k y 1 x .  . 4 k ky1
ks1
 .  .we obtain from 2 and 5
g x G 0. .nq1
 . w . x wIf g x s 0, then we have x s n q 1 rn x and since g n qnq1 nq1 n
. x .  .1 rn x s 0 we conclude from Lemma 1 that x s kx k s 1, . . . , nn k 1
 .which implies that x s kx k s 1, . . . , n q 1 .k 1
LEMMA 3. If 0 s x - x F x r2 F ??? F x rn, then0 1 2 n
2n n
2 2x F n 7k q 1 r8k x y kr8 k y 1 x 6 .  .  . 4 k k ky1 /
ks1 ks1
 .with equality holding if and only if x s kx k s 1, . . . , n .k 1
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Proof. We use induction on n. For n s 1 the assertion is obviously
true. Next we assume that the proposition holds for n G 1. Then we
conclude from the induction hypothesis and from Lemma 2 that
2 2nq1 n n
2x s x q 2 x x q x  k k nq1 k nq1 / /
ks1 ks1 ks1
n
2 2F n 7k q 1 r8k x y kr8 k y 1 x .  . 4 k ky1
ks1
n
2q 2 x x q xnq1 k nq1
ks1
nq1
2 2F n q 1 7k q 1 r8k x y kr8 k y 1 x . .  .  . 4 k ky1
ks1
 nq1 .2  . nq1 w . x 2 w  .x 2 4If  x s n q 1  7k q 1 r8k x y kr8 k y 1 x , thenks1 k ks1 k ky1
the sign of equality holds in particular in the last inequality and from
 .Lemma 2 we conclude x s kx k s 1, . . . , n q 1 .k 1
Proof of Theorem 2. If y s ??? s y , then inequalities1 n
2n n n
2 2x y F y 7k q 1 r8k x y kr8 k y 1 x y .  . 4  k k k k ky1 k /
ks1 ks1 ks1
) .
 .  .and 6 are equivalent. Hence we may assume y ) y n G 2 and turn to1 n
 .prove that inequality ) is strict. We define
n n
2 2c y , . . . , y s y 7k q 1 r8k x y kr8 k y 1 x y .  .  . 4 1 n k k ky1 k
ks1 ks1
2n
y x y k k /
ks1
and for y G yqq1
c y s c y , . . . , y , y , . . . , y q s 1, . . . , n y 1 . .  .  .q qq1 n
 .Differentiating c twice and applying inequality 6 we haveq
q
Y 2 21r2 c y s q 7k q 1 r8k x y kr8 k y 1 x y .  .  .  . 4q k ky1 k
ks1
2q
y x G 0, k /
ks1
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which implies for y G yqq1
1rq c X y .  .q
G 1rq c X y .  .q qq1
q
2 2s 2 y 7k q 1 r8k x y kr8 k y 1 x .  . .  .qq1 k ky1
ks1
2q
y 1rq x .  k 5 /
ks1
qn
2 2q y 1rq 7k q 1 r8k x y kr8 k y 1 x .  .  . .  . k k ky1
ksqq1 ks1
q
2 2q 7k q 1 r8k x y kr8 k y 1 x y 2rq x x . .  .  . k ky1 k k 5 /
ks1
 .  .By applying inequalities 1 and 6 , it follows for y G yqq1
2q qn
X 2c y G q y 1rq x y 2rq x x q x .  .  .  q k k k k k  /
ksqq1 ks1 ks1
2 2y k y 1 r8k x y kr8 k y 1 x .  .k ky1 5
2qn
2s q y x y 1rq x y k y 1 r8k x .  . k k k k
ksqq1 ks1
2y kr8 k y 1 x . ky1 5
n
2 2) q y x y q q 1 r2 q x y 1r4 x .  . .  5k q k
ksqq1
n
s q y 1r2 x y q q 1 r2 q x .  . 4 k k q
ksqq1
= 3r2 x y q q 1 r2 q x ) 0. .  . 4k q
w .Thus we have proved that c is strictly increasing on y , ` . Moreover,q qq1
c y s c y r s 1, . . . , n y 2 .  .  .r rq1 rq1 rq1
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implies that
c y , . . . , y .1 n
s c y G c y s c y G ??? .  .  .1 1 1 2 2 2
G c y s c y G c y .  .  .ny2 ny1 ny1 ny1 ny1 n
s c y , . . . , y .n n
2n n
2 2 2s y n 7k q 1 r8k x y kr8 k y 1 x y x .  . .  . n k ky1 k 5 /
ks1 ks1
7 .
 .and from 6 we obtain
c y , . . . , y G 0. .1 n
 4Because y ) y for a number i g 1, . . . , n y 1 we conclude that ati iq1
 .least one of the inequalities in 7 is strict. Hence we get
c y , . . . , y ) 0 .1 n
which we had to prove.
Clearly, Theorem 2 is an improvement of Theorem 1 due to the simple
fact that
221r4 x x F k k y 1 r8 x rk q x r k y 1 .  .  .  . 5k ky1 k ky1
 .with equality holding if and only if x rk s x r k y 1 for k s 2, . . . , n.k ky1
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